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unfortunately, the core will not appear on the yify torrent site.the
film was released in 2003 and was directed by robert wise. this is
a compilation of eight episodes of the tv series the core (2002)

starring aaron eckhart, caroline munro, peter cushing, tom mason,
martin shaw, doug mcclure, peter o'toole, and gillian anderson.
the movie was first released in 2003 as a television movie in the
usa, later released on home video in 2003 with a director's cut.

the core is a 2003 american television film written and directed by
robert wise. it is based on the comic book series of the same

name by alan moore and illustrated by mark schultz. it stars aaron
eckhart, caroline munro, and peter cushing as dr. josh keyes, his

assistant mina, and his assistant danny, respectively. the film was
first released in 2003 as a television movie in the united states,
later released on home video in 2003 with a director's cut. the

core was released in 2003 as a television film in the united states,
later released on home video in 2003 with a director's cut. the film
stars aaron eckhart, caroline munro, and peter cushing as dr. josh
keyes, his assistant mina, and his assistant danny, respectively.
the film was first released in 2003 as a television movie in the

united states, later released on home video in 2003 with a
director's cut. the core is an action film from amicus productions
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(the company that did all the great dr. who movies, the hammer
horror movies, the sea captain and the mutiny on the bounty

movies, the quatermass movies, the spy series, etc.) and it's also
the very last amicus production. it's directed by the great amicus

productions director, robert wise (dr. who, the time machine,
colossus: the forbin project, etc.). it's one of the few amicus
movies i like (and it has some great moments). however, the
movie is extremely cheesy and dated, like most of the movies

made by amicus. i think it's a real shame that they stopped
making movies like this.
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Heizer Roshnee travels to the center of the earth in search of a
powerful weapon - a small island in the center of the earth where
a nuclear bomb could be used to make the core of the earth spin
again. However, his search is cut short, when he is accompanied

by an alien creature sent to deliver his special weapon, to an
island infested with bloodthirsty wolves. But the best he can do is
to distract the strange beast long enough for an underling, Nicky,
to escape with the other alien, and they race back to Earth, where
Nicky is soon murdered by his ex-boss. Can Roshnee and his alien
friend, who is really a woman in disguise, salvage the situation?

The Earth's core has stopped spinning and disasters are appearing
all over the world; Birds are acting crazy, magnetic fields are

causing huge electrical thunderstorms and people dying every
second.Dr. Josh Keyes (Aaron Eckhart) and his crew have to travel

down to the centre of the Earth and drop a nuclear bomb in an
attempt to make the Earth's core spin once again. Or Mankind will
perish... The Earth's core has stopped spinning and disasters are

appearing all over the world; Birds are acting crazy, magnetic
fields are causing huge electrical thunderstorms and people dying
every second.Dr. Hardcore is a passion project for director Michael
Polish, and has all the earmarks of something he will look back on
fondly. It's an old fashioned morality tale, set in the 1960's, but it
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goes into the big picture very well. I don't know if the scene where
a young waitress is threatened with being gang-raped will be

particularly shocking to anyone who's been living in Hollywood,
but the hell that she goes through after that event is very well-

staged. She's a strong role and it's obvious that Polish was trying
to make his mark and distinguish himself from the more standard

drama being performed in B-Movies. 5ec8ef588b
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